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Abstract

International Institute for
Applied SystemsAnalysis

The main purposeof this paper is to focus attention in organi-
zations on a cyberneticviewpoint. From this point of view
organizationand planning are homologous. What a systemdoes
does not dependon what it would like to do. A systemdoes
what its organizationallows it to do, no more, no less.
The organizationof a system in one way or another represents
a measureof the level of environmentalsituations that it is
capableof controlling.

The criterion of effectivenessis viability in the long run.
To make this criterion of assessmentoperational, I shall
elucidatemy conceptof organizationas opposed to an institution,
and provide a cybernetic languageto refer to complexity and
control.

The basic elementsof the analysis are variety, or the number
of possiblestatesof a system, Ashby's law of requisite
variety or the fact that variety can only be absorbedby variety
(Ashby, 1952) and Beer's organizationalmodel of any viable
system (Beer, 1972).

Under this conceptualframework three stepsare developedto
analyze organizationaleffectiveness,and they are presented
in order of generality. ,

ｾ

The first is the organizationalconsistency.It is in genetal
a metasystemicanalysisof relevant institutions and their
subsystems.Is it possibleor not for them, 'consideringtheir
metasystemicrelationships, to fulfil their 'establishedpurposes'?

The secondstep after testing the consistencyis the structural
effectiveness.It is concernedwith the distribution of variety
along the organizationalstructure. Some structuresare more
effective than others in matching environmentalvariety. This
step is concernedwith the traditional dichotomy - centralization
versus decentralization.

The third step is the organizationalepistemologyor the particular
way in which systemsacquire knowledge about their relevant
environment. The necessaryfiltering of complexity suggeststhat
systemsselect a set of variablesor quantitieswhich define the
system-environmentarea of stability.



1. Introduction

For the past few years I have been applying the- cybernetic approach

to different social systems. At presentI am concernedwith:

regional development. IntegratedRegional Developmenthas been

defined as one of the cornerstonesfor coordinating the different

researchareasof IIASA. Without doubt, regional studiesprovide

a manageableframework for interdisciplinaryefforts, i.e. the
,

region,representsa ｣ｯｾｾｯｮ 'system' for studying the interactions

of the different areasof the so-calledsystemsanalysis approach.

From my point of view the region is just one instanceof a large

organization,where we find problems that are of a similar nature

to those in any other complex system. For practical reasons,I

shall refer to the 'region' as the systemof my interest in this

paper. The invariable concept is that of the system'sorganization

that is common to every complex situation where information and

energy are involved.

The need for a new paradigm for organizationalassessmentarises

from the practical recognition that even in placeswhere the

'system' should be the principal concern, our attention is

focussedmainly on the 'sub-system', i.e. clearly ｾ ｨ ･ ｲ ･ is

an.-emphasison the planning and managementtechniquesin them-

selves, and not on their effective integrationwith the system

they are trying to influence.

I believe that this aspectis of great relevanceand therefore I

have preparedthese notes which are intended to presenta paradigm

for a systemic study of large organizations. Their aim, if they

are to be successful,is to provide a meta-languagefor studying

the systemic relevanceof different planning techniques.

The views expressedin this paper are those of the author and do
not necessarilyreflect those of IIASA.
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I acknowldegethat a good deal of the ideas I shall develop in

this paper are a'resultof my interactionswith Stafford Beer
. . 1)

and Humberto Maturena. Moreover some of the most relevant

ideas I am trying to convey here were presentedby Beer in his

Irvine Memorial lecture at the University of St. Andrews in

Scotland.2) ｎ ･ ｶ ･ ｲ ｾ ｨ ･ ｬ ･ ｳ ｳ Ｌ of course, the shortcomingsof the

paper are of ｾ ｹ own responsibility.

2. GeneralApproach

My personalpurposefor this paper is to focus the attention in

organizationson a cyberneticviewpoint. The aim is to offer

a paradigm for studying 'the systems' that are affected by the

developmentof planning techniques. From the point of view

of cybernetics,organizationand planning are homologous.

What a systemdoes doesnot dependon what it would like to do.
ｾ

A systemdoes what its organizationallows it to do, no more,

.. no less. t
The organizationof a system in one way or other

representsa measureof the level of environmentalsituations

that it is capableof controlling. The extreme casesare

organizationsthat are overwhelmedby the environmentor are

in complete control of it. In the first case, irrespective

of the planning technique the future of the systemis determined

by the environment. In the latter case, the system can create

its own future. In reality, the situation is in betweenthese

l)Chilean Biologist and Cybernetician,disciple of Warren !1c Culloch

2)Stafford Beer, Laws of Anarchy, Irvine Memorial Lecture, ｾ ｡ ｲ ｣ ｨ 1975
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extremesand the problem is to make ｯ ｾ ｧ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｺ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ effective.

The criterion of effectivenessis viability in the long run.

Whatever increasesthe organization'scapability of controlling

its environment is fulfilling this criterion of effectiveness.

Seer. in this prespectivethe different regional planning efforts

are ways of controlling the environmentalcomplexity. Since

these processescan be more or less effective we need a con-

.ceptual framework for this assessment.What I have in mind

is not a quantitativemethod for ranking planning efforts in

the order of effectivenessbut to provide a languageinvariant

to the complexity and particular characteristicsof-the ｾ ｮ Ｍ

ｶ ｩ ｾ ｯ ｮ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ for recognizing their weaknessesand strengnhs.

The integrateddevelopmentof a region is without doubt more

complex than any institutional integratedplan or plans for

the region. More realistically we can think of it as a

consequenceof the interactive operationof a ｣ｯｾｰｬ･ｸ network

of organizationsaffecting the region. Therefore in this

conceptualframework the assessmentof a regional planning

institution should be related to the operationalcapabilities

of this network,(i.e. the system that the planning institution

is supposedto affect)andone measurewould be the extent to

which this planning body is changing the different organi-

sations' purposesand perceptions.To make the criteria of

assessmentoperationalI shall elucidatemy concept of

organisationas opposedto an institution, and provide a

cybernetic languageto refer to complexity and control.
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The basic elementsof the analysis are variety, or the number

of possible statesof a system, Ashby's law of requisite

variety or the fact that variety can only be absorbedby

variety (Ashby, 1952) and Beer's organizationalmodel of any

viable system (Beer 1972). Variety is the cyberneticmeasure

of complexity. The law of requisite variety means that either

by filtration or amplification two interactive systemsshould

balance their varieties if the interaction is going to remain

over time. The characteristicsof these filters and amplifiers

are the very substanceof the assessmentof how complexity

organizesitself. The model of any viable systemis the refer-

ence level for assessingorganizationaleffectiveness.The

more effective a system is, the more it is capable to cope

with its relevantenvironmentalvariety, and the more it needs

to rely on self-regulationand self-organization. ｃ ｹ ｢ ･ ｲ ｮ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｹ

this is precisely the way to become a viable s¥stem. One of the

main expressionsof viability is the ability of a system to

respondto a stimulus which was not included in the list of

anticipatedstimuli when the systemwas designed (Beer 1966).

Under this conceptualframework three steps are developed
:

to analyze organizationaleffectiveness,and they are presented

- in order of generality. ｾ

The first is the organisationalconsistency. It is in general

a metasystemicanalysis of relevant institutions and their

subsystems.Is it possible or not for them; consideringtheir

metasystemicrelationships,to fulfil their 'established

purposes'?Metasystemsdefine to a great extent the systemic

level of perceptionsand purposes.When discrepanciesoccur

between them and the establishedpurposesthe systemsare

spendingenergy without producing expectedresults. This is
. '. .

affecting learning and adaptation. If institutions are bound

to establishedpurposes' they become the expressionof
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I self-producingI power centreswhich benefit from these

purposes,and not the I self-producingI organisationscapable

of absorbingpeople'schangedpurposesand perceptionsthat

learn, adapt, and finally evolve.The organizationalconsist-

ency is therefore related to the mechanismsof 'autopoisis'
or self-production.Autopoisis is the particular case of

homeostasiswhen the relevant variable which is kept under

control is the organizationitself. (Maturana 1973)

The secondstep after testing the consistencyis the

'structural effectiveness' . It is concernedwith the distri-

bution of variety along the organizationalstructure. Some

structuresare more effective than others in matching

environmentalvariety. This step is concernedwith the trad-

itional dichotomy - centralizationversus decentralization.

The nature of the different filters and amplifiers .that define

the homeostaticrelationshipsbetween an institution on the

one hand and its metasystem,relevant environment and sub-

systemson the other hand is the key aspectof this step.
The suggestedreferencefor analysis is the model of any

viable system applied at the different recursion levels. By
ｾ

recursion is meant that the whole is always encapsulated

in each part. (Beer 1972). This is a result of ｴ ｨ ｊ ｾ self-

organizingmechanism (i.e. homeostasis)natural to complex

systems.The three aspectssuggestedto be tested in different

regional contexts are coordination, control and institutional

planning.

The third step is the organizationalepistemologyor the

particular way in which systems acquire knowledge about their

relevantenvironments.The necessaryfiltering of complexity.

suggeststhat systemsselect a set·of variables or quantities

which define the system-environmentarea of stability. The

behaviour of the system is orientedall the time towards the

control of these variableswith respectto specific reference

conditions (Bateson 1973, Powers 1973). Therefore this third

step is concernedwith the mechanismof feedback. Whatever
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the internal distribution of variety may be, there is a

hierarchy of feedbackmechanismsfrom the lowest level of

perceptionto the ｡ ｰ ｰ ｲ ｾ ｰ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｴ ･ level of decision. There is a

'complete circuit' that links the perseptionsto actions.

From the epistDmologicalviewpoint this is the organization's

mechanismfor gathering its knowledge from the environment.

Although it may be difficult in particular situations to

elucidate these feedbackmechanisms,this model is suggested

as a helpful tool for studying the processof collecting and

handling informati.on at the organizationallevel.

3. Organizationsand Institutions

In our culture there is a tendencyto talk indistinctly of

institutions and organizations.Although this may help our

perceptionsof social systemsit has the drawback that it
..

may focus our attention on arbitrary entities from the systems

viewpoint.

Institutions are social systemsthat our culture has reified with

particular purposes. In other,wordsto institutionalysea system,

is to define a purpose for it, independent"of the human beings

which, are the parts of that system. On the other hand an organi-

sation is just a set of dynamic relationshipsbetween the parts

of a systemwhich make up its unity with no referenceto the

nature of the parts, which can be any as long as they satisfy

theserelations.

Organizationscannot have more purposesthan the purposesof

their individuals at different organizationallevels that
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of course change over time. If they change there is no use in

perpetuatingthese purposesas objective expressionseither

of the parts or the whole organization.Without doubt we shall

find large gaps betweenwhat the system is supposedto do and

what it actually does (i.e. people are pursuing their own

purposes).Although in this perspectivethe understandingof

social organisationsbecomesindeed very complex, there is

no use in dealing with simplified versions of them if this

means to deal with surrogateswhich take us further and further

away from reality. Institutionalization is a trick for reducing

the environmentalcomplexity. It may work in highly stable

environmentsbut in changeablesituations it is dangerous

becauseit leads to rigid organizations,i.e. we keep them

tied to unreal purposes. In other words the claim for more

flexible, adaptableorganizationsis the claim for des-

institutionalization.

TQ. explain \vhy purposeschange over time is to explain the

learning and adaptingprocessof a system. As there are

environmentalchangesthat are buffeting it (normally we

talk about the system'sinput) their ｣ ｯ ｭ ｰ ｯ ｮ ･ ｮ ｴ ｾ react for

absorbing these changesand thereforepreserving- according

to the criteria of viability - the internal equilibrium of,

the whole system. This naturally means changesin power relations.

Under the environmentalbuffeting, the different parts of the

systemhave selectednew positions (observedas the system's

outputs) compatible with the overall viability. They do not wait



for someone'sorder to change their ｰ ｵ ｲ ｰ ｯ ｳ ｾ ｳ Ｎ It expressesan

internal need for viability.

Buffeting" has produced a change in people'slevels of perception

and their reaction is the mechanismto give way to the organi-

sation'slearning and adaptation.They have now restatedtheir

purposes.The process-can also happen the other way round -

people's increasedlevels of perceptionare a lever for organi-

sational change.

The problem ariseswhen institutional centres,which are more

concernedwith their own viability than that of the system,

interfere with thesemechanisms.Institutionalizationadds

to the emerging of these centres.They stop environmental

buffeting at the organization'speriphery. They act as buffers

not allowing the rest of the subsystemsto adjust their
ｾ

positions of equilibrium in accordancewith the adftpting
ｾ

mechanismstatedabove and therefore harden the whole organi-

zation. They keep systemsartificially alive with unchanged

purposes.By preservingthemselves,the long, term viability

of the whole system is jeopardized.The outcome of all this

are weak organizations,strong 'institutions' and'a higher

probability of step ｣ ｨ ｡ ｮ ｾ ･ ｳ or 'catastrophes'in the long run.

The conclusions I draw from this analysis are the need to

study the underlying organizationof the systemsof our

interest and not just particular institutions, and also the

need to assesspeople'sperceptionsand purposesas opposed
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to the institution!s statedpurposes.The results of this

analysis would be in the line of elucidating the relations

betweenplanning,efforts and the learning and adaptation

processof social organizationsin different political, social,

and economic contexts. Of course it is extreme in the sense

that it may not be possible to overcome institutionalization
,

but this is no good reason for focusing our attention just on

the institutional level. Towards this end I shall develop the

following parts of this paper.

4. Self-organizationof complexity

No doubt regional systemsare a complex of interactive

organizationsall of them being the result of different

common purposesand fulfilling interactive roles. The last

part pointed out the need to unveil as far as our limitations

let us how complexity is self-organizing. The ｴ ｹ ｰ ｾ ｳ of
ｾ

organizationsoperating in a region differ widely from culture

to culture. They can be agenciesof the Departmentsof State,

independentappointedagencies, local authorities, community

organizations,private organizationsand ?o ｦ ｯ ｾ ｴ ｨ Ｎ In this

context it does not seem possible to find out well defined

boundarieswhere to focus the attention, the regional

organizationhas a loose structureand it is difficult to

develop a model of the so-calledregional system. Agencies

in the region are embeddedin institutions that may not

recognize the regional boundariesand so forth. Therefore

the context of integratedregional programs seems to be
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defined by the statedpurpose for planning its development.

The success､ ･ ｰ ｾ ｮ ､ ｳ on the extent to which this purpose is

sharedin the regional entities. No doubt one should also

consider the implementing powers vested in this planning

effort. The results of this regional planning, of course,

are not just-the observableoutcomesof the planning insti-

tution but the dynamic changesin perceptionsand purposes

it is producing in the rest of the regional agencies,e.g.

those concernedwith social, cultural, industrial, etc.

development. I suggestthat the assessmentof regional

planning efforts should consider this organizationaldimension

i.e. our attention ｳ ｨ ｾ ｵ ｬ ､ be on the generalorganizational

aspectsof the region if we want to understandthe potentiality

of planning and not just the planning institution. As an

example the relation betweendifferent local agencies (not
ｾ

just those concernedwith planning)andcentral governmentmay
ｾ

be an important parameterfor assessinghow effective plan-

ning can be. A rigid structureof this vertical dimension

may impose constraintson the horizontal dimension (i.e. the

integratedregional planning) to the extent of, jeopardizing

the whole effort. On the other hand a regional planning

agency that developswell structuredinteractionseither

directly or indirectly with the other agenciesin the community

is making way for regional integratedplanning.

So far it has been suggestedthat the regional systemis

fuzzy and that it is not possible to relate it to particular
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institutions, but to a complex of organizationsoverlapping

to a different extent with the geographicalregion. Nevertheless

all of tpem are to different degreessensitive to environ-

mental changesand therefore readjustingtheir equilibrium

positions, i.e. adapting for preservingtheir viability. If

ｳ ｾ it seems relevant to know to which extent- these organizations

are committed to their regional viability, and whether the

ｾ ｨ ｯ ｬ ･ system is itself viable. If it is not viable,we have a

gatheringof organizationsthat de facto do not recognizean

overall planning and decision processat regional level nor

other structural constraints,althoughsome of them may do.

If it is viable/the region has developedde facto an intelli-

gence and decision capacity, therefore is capableof dealing

with unexpectedchanges,although this does not necessarily

mean that structurally there is an institution governing the
ｾ

region. This criterion has a high explanatorypower for the
t

assessmentof planning, and moreover we can make it operational.

One of Beer's fundamentalcontributions to the study of

complex systemsis that all viable systemsdevelop a unique

pattern of organization. Consequently,he has proposedthe

alreadymentionedmodel of the organizationalstructureof

any viable system, i.e. the organizationthat results from

the self-organizationof complexity. This model defines the

operationalframework for the study of systems. It does not

mean that the structuresof all organizationsfit in the

same model, but that they organizethemselves according to the

same laws that govern complexity.
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This criterion of viability, for approachingintegratedregional

planning efforts, does not intend to say a priori that regional

systemsshould be viable. It just says that the regional com-

plexity should be absorbedby the different organizations

(which do not necessarilyInap the region), and to asses how

effectively it is absorbedis our concern, no matter what the

structuresare, and this is preciselywhat the criterion of

viability is all about, i.e. viable systemsare the most

effective mechanismsfor absorbingcomplexity. No doubt in

different contextswe will find completely different patterns

for absorbing the regional complexity; in some of them (the

simplest cases) the processwill rely only on one organization

embeddedin a unique higher order system; in some others on

many regional systems,viable or not, embeddedin one or ｭ ｯ ｾ ･

higher order systems, and so forth. The problem is to assess

how effective all these arrangementsare for the purposeof
ｾ

controlling regional complexity, where their weaknessesand

strengthsare. As I see it, the task is to elucidate these

mechanisms,how well or badly they are related to the overall

organizationin which they are embedded', to what extent they

are cultural expressionsor the artificial result of a mis-

understoodsystem. In the end we should be capableof pointing

out the systemic role of the different planning techniquesand

how they can be developedfor a more effective processof

controlling the regional complexity.
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5. AssessingOrganizations

So far I have developeda conceptualframework for organizations,

and suggestedthat Beer's model gives us a tool for assessingthe

role of planning in complex systems. In the following I shall

try to unfold this criterion of viability and give some insights

into its practical use.

5.1 Measuring and Controlling Complexity

In the last part I concludedthat viability is related to the

control of complexity. The cyberneticmeasureof complexity

as mentionedbefore is variety. It is not the absolutemeasure

of variety'that really matters, becauseeven Dor very simple

systems, its value will be high enough as to be non-operational.

Ashby's Law of 'requisitevariety' gives meaning to this measure.
ｾ

This law simply says that 'only variety can absorb variety', or in
r
ｾ

Beer's words 'that the variety of a given situation can be managed

adequatelyonly by control mechanismshaving at least as great a

capacity to generatevariety themselves,1); Although it may sound.

obvious, it is not difficult to find examplesof organizations

going against this law, particularly when they are concernedwith

planning.

If we think of the proliferating variety in the environmentof

modern organizationsthe great threat to their viability is the

control of this variety. In other words, if there are constantly

relevant environmentalevents that are not matchedby control

mechanismsin the organizationas the law of r.equisite variety

suggests,theseorganizationsare overpoweredby theseevents and

1 Stafford Beer, Platform for Change, p.231.
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ｴｨ･ｲ･ｦｯｾ･ no ｬ ｯ ｾ ｧ ･ ｲ createtheir own future but are tied down

by the given situation. Under this perspectiveplanning is

specificqlly aimed at designingorganizationscapableof

matching the environmentalvariety.

The fact that we see institutions working irrespectiveof the

proliferating environmentalcomplexity suggeststhat they do

exist as viable entitites. Why should we worry about all this

if they manage to survive anyway? Although from time to time

we may hear about collapsing organizations,almost all of them.

survive, and one is tempted to say that they are perfectly

viable. Right, they manageto survive, and this would be a

sign that presentorganizations,but only ｾ few of them,have

the internal mechanismsfor" absorbingenvironmentalvariety,

and they comply with the law of requisitevariety. If so, it

would be better to formulate the problem in a different way:
ｾ

how effectively are the organizationsconcernedabsorbing
t

environmentalvariety? For a solution we have to develop

criteria of effectiveness,and we get to the problem of the

'modes of control' which are inherent in every society. No

doubt we should have some parametersfor testing them in these

different contexts. I am thinking of a ｭ･ｴ｡ｬ｡ｮｧｾ｡ｧ･ capable

of overcoming the ideological barriers that so often render

this task impossible.

5.2 OrganizationalConsistency

One of the fundamentalorganizationalmechanisms,as mentioned

before, is self-production (autopoisis). If the organization

is flexible enough to recognizethe changedpurposeof its
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members, it will succeedin making effective its internal

self-organizingand self-regulatingcapabilities. It will be

an ｯ ｲ ｧ ｡ ｮ ｾ ｺ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ capableof learning and adapting. It will

internally generatea useful and large variety. On the other

extreme, an institutionalizedsystemadhering to old purposes

will lose this learning and adapting capacity, just becauseit

will not up-date its referencepoints to support thesepro-

cesses. This means that the organizationalcapacity for

generatingvariety will be tuned to the evolving purposesof

those concernedwith preservingthe so called 'institutional

purposes'. Of course, the observablebehaviourwill be defined

by the former purposes. These institutional centresare worried

about their own and not the organization'ssurvival, and there-

fore they interfere with the smooth developmentof the whole

organization. These institutional centres, for their own sur-
ｾ

vival, need the whole system to be viable, and its cost is the
ｾ

developmentof artificially viable subsystems(just because

there is no learningor adaptationin them as proved before).

The end result is a reducedorganizationaleffectiveness. This

seems to be a normal mechanismin our social institutions,

thereforethe extremist characterof the present?nalysis is

just to point out the nature of the problem and a direction for

the organisation'sassessment.

Naturally, if a subsystemis artificially alive, it does not

develop a viable organizationeither becauseit does not need

to or it is not allowed to by the systemic constraints.

Therefore, the use of the model of any viable system ought to

help us as a practical tool, to·recognizeto which degreethis

situation is present in different socio-culturalenvironments.
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I have done this exercisebefore in large organizations,

(Espejo 1975) and it was clear ｷ ｨ ･ ｾ ･ ｴ ｨ ･ ｾ ･ artificial systems

were, ｡ ｮ ｾ that they representedin a metasystemic context

'pocketsof uselessvariety', although they were fulfilling

useful and important roles at the systemic level. It was

evident-how incapable theseorgans were for developinga learn-

ing processand how uselesstheir sophisticatedplanning tech-

niques wer-e. .

I would suggestthis as the most general test of effectiveness

we can submit an organizationto. No doubt it, may come out to

be a very difficult task but this does not seemto me to be a

good reason for ignoring the problem. Underlying this analysis

is the model of a viable organizationembeddingviable subsystems

and embeddeditself in a higher order viable system. Therefore,

I am not just talking of two levels of recursion, but of as many
ｾ

relevant autonomousdecision, levels as we can find in the system

of our interest.

In regions we shall find different relevant institutions (from

the governmentalor planning point of view) that are part of

higher order organizationsand they themselveshave many sub-

systems.Therefore the analysisof information flqws and conununi-

cation channelsthat are actually operatingand their mapping in

our recursivemodel of a viable systemwould help us to recognize

the healthinessof the regional institutions. Although this

analysis considersdifferent organizationaltiers, it is not

related for the moment to the well-known problem of centralization

and decentralization. I am just pointing out the- eventualdeve-

lopment of artificially viable sUbsytemsand not the practical
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. ( i.e. political) decisionsabout the extent of centralization

or decentralization. One can argue in scientific terms about

the convenience/advantageof vesting central governmentmore

or less with the power of planning regional developmentor any

other sort of planning, and I shall refer to this again later,

but it is a completely different matter, after the decision is

taken, to set up consciouslyor unconsciouslymechanismsor

constraintsthat frustrate de facto the potential role of the

organizationsthat have emergedas a consequenceof that decision.

So far I have focused my attentiononly on this last point. Thus,

it is an analysis that operateswhatever the practical level of

centralizationor decentralizationis. FundamentallyI am trying

to highlight an explanationfor understandingthe gap between

what the different institutions claim they are doing and what

they actually do. What they claim to do is evident from the
ｾ

analysis of their establishedpurposesand goals, ｾ ｮ ､ what they
ｾ

actually do needs a deeperanalysis of the actual information
..

flows and behaviour. (Beer's model is suggestedas a useful

paradigm for the latter purposes). It seems to me that this

organizationalassessmentfrom the point of view of the institu-

tions' role at the regional level, if possible, ｷ ｾ ｵ ｬ ､ provide

a metasystemicframework for the assessmentof the relevanceof

different planning efforts. By that I mean: are theseplanning

efforts capableof absorbingeffectively the relevant environ-

mental variety? The meta-answerappearsto be the organization

itself, and not in the quality of the planning techniques.
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5.22 StructuralEffectiveness

The last part was very much concernedwith the underlying

relationshipsthat define an organizationas an entity. Now I

shall focus the attention on the structures,i.e. the relation

between the parts as well as the identities of the parts which

constitute a whole.

My aim is to develop a practical approachto assessstructural

effectiveness,and on the side to explicit further the suggested

tool for testing the Ｇ ｾ ｲ ｧ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｺ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｡ ｬ consistency'.No doubt there

_______are more or less capablestructuresfor generatingcontrol variety,

and more or less effective mechanismsfor controlling variety.

The question is whether there is any criterion of effective-
!

ness. Beer's answer is the criterion of 'viability'.

"Whatever makes a system survival-worthy is necessaryto it"

and he even argues that it is sufficient to ｩ ｴ Ｑ ｾ Therefore

as expectedwe are again referred to the model of any viable

system. If we analyseinstitutional structuresan& compare

them with this model, we should be able to assesstheir effect-

iveness. Now I am explicitly talking about particular insti-

tutions and not of the underlying organizationsaffecting, let

us say, the regional development. Those institutions or struc-

tures that define in practice the 'modes of control' in

different socio-political contexts•. I am focusing the'analysis

on the mechanismof selforganization:homeostasis,i.e. the

tendency of a complex system to move towards an equilibrial

state. (Ashby 1952, Beer 1966, 1975).

lBeer, 'Platform for Change'. He develops this argument in the
last paper of the book, concernedwith praxis.
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Different structures,are reflecting different 'modes of control'

'although essentiallyas was said before it ｾ ｯ ｵ ｬ ､ be possible to

map their underlying organizationsin the same model if they

are really viable systems. Of course there are many different

ways of expressingviability. The concept of variety should

help us again. As far as I can see, it is in the distribution

of organizationalvariety where the different modes of control

expressthemselves.This I consider the core of the centralization-

decentralizationargument. The many different levels' of recursion

defined by the institutional set-up is the most relevantway for

distributing organizationalvariety. Each one of these levels

works like an amplifier of the institutional variety reacting by

themselvesto the environmentalbuffeting and at the same time as

filters becausein doing so they match variety that otherwise

would go to upper tiers. In different socio-political contexts

the 'modes of control' take on different expressions. Are there
• lr

any sort of organizationalparametersfor testing the effective-
ｾ

ness of them?

Cybernetics, the sciencefor effective organizationcan give us

some clues. One critical aspect is coordination. By that I mean

the structural transmissionof information between the differ-

ent 'autonomousentities' of a system. If it works'it should

be one of the most powerful mechanismsfor filtering environ-

mental variety. But coordinationmay consume a good deal of

the organization'svariety. It works as a filter by reducing

the coursesof possible actions of each sUbsystem(i.e. helping

to recognize the boundariesof stability between themselvesand

with the ･ ｮ ｶ ｩ ｲ ｯ ｮ ｾ ･ ｮ ｴ Ｉ Ｌ however, this involves costs and the

organisationaleffectivenessconsistsin minimizing them.
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For example, an information system in real time may be much

more effective as a coordinativedevice than the traditional

coordinativemeetingswhich are so time-consuming.

It seems that new levels of recursion are going to emerge if

coordination in a given condition is not enough to absorb

environmentalvariety. The new levels serve as the natural

valve for the self-organizationof a complex system. But, of

｣ ｯ ｵ ｾ ｳ ･ Ｌ we can find a whole range of possible combinationsof

recursion levels and coordinativemechanisms.

A secondcritical aspect is 'operationalcontrol'. It is not

enough to have well coordinated ｳ ｾ ｢ ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ ･ ｭ ｳ Ｎ They are part of

a systemwhich is striving for its overall viability. The

variety that comes up from the subsystemsplus the system's

own environmentalvariety should be controlled by its manage-

ment structure. Again there is a whole range of possibilities
ｾ

from very little variety, coming up from and going down to the
t

ｳｾ｢ｳｹｳｴ･ｭｳ (highly decentralizedsystem) to a large variety

(centralizedsystem). Different cultural aspectsaffect this

loop. For example, if an institution relies for thesepurposes

on the so-called 'managementteams' which include managersboth

of the systemic and sybsystemiclevels, it would ,not be difficult

to find out that they become a 'coordinative ｴ ･ ｡ ｭ ｾ which means

that the systemicmanagementhas collapsedinto the subsystemic

level, and that in practice there is no flow of variety between

two levels, just becausethere is only one, namely the subsystemic

level. On the other hand, managerswho do not have enough per-

ceptions of the operationsunder their control may be affecting

the implementing capacity of the whole system, by managing
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without feedback. It is common that the perceptionsof both

sides of the loop about these situationsare in conflict, just

becausethere is no recognition that they are at two different

systemic levels, which means a languageand a metalanguage.

Therefore, the 'variety balance' betweencontrollers and con-

trolled should be studied. Actually, centralizationor ､ ･ ｣ ･ ｮ ｾ

tralization is a matter of degrees,and clearly not of extremes.

No extreme is viable. It would be interestingto find out more

about the area of higher effectivenessand the concretesitua-

tions in different socio-political contexts.

A third aspectis the'planning' process. It is not enough for

effectivenessto have well coordinatedand controlled insti-

tutions. This aspectis concernedwith absorbingenvironmental

variety at the systemic level. What the cyberneticmodel tells

us is that for higher effectiveness'planning' should be in
ｾ

the line of command as an independentfunction dealing with the
ｾ Ｍ ｾ

future. It is ineffective either to have 'planningfunctions'

under the control of 'operationalmanagers'or to have them

just'as ｡ ､ ｶ ｩ ｳ ｯ ｲ ｾ Ｎ of policy-makers. In the first case, the

future will be relegatedby the overriding variety of ｴ ｯ ､ ｡ ｹ ｾ ｳ

problems. In the second, the necessary'variety balance'

betweenpresentand future problems would be missed.

The political level should solve the natural contradiciton

arising from this balance. I think that, for example, institu-

tions in socialist countriesare much more aware of this problem

than in other contexts. Plannersare not just advisors, but

are responsiblefor their decisions. They are feeding directly

into the political level the outputs of their programs, struc-

turally by-passingthe typical operationaloriented 'managers'
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At least this means an interestingstructuraldifference from

similar Western institutions.

But it is not enough to have well-structuredplanning. There

are some 'informational' complementoryconsiderationsthat

should be consideredfor a comprehensiveanalysisof planning

effectiveness,and they are the subjectof the next part.

To sum up so far, I· have developeda framework pointing out

ooordination, operationalcontrol and planning as a set of

interrelatedaspectsfor studying the structuraleffectiveness

of any institution. The dynamic interaction of these three

aspectsin particular contexts, define the different 'modes of

control' .

5.2.3 Organizationalepistemology

The exposition has been concernedwith the organi2ationalstruc-

ture of large sJstems. I have developedcriteria for assessing
r

organizationsin terms of the relationshipsbetweenJtheparts,
., .

focusing the attention first on the nature of these relation-

ships, and secondly on the concreteparts of an organization.

Now I want to explore some criteria for assessingthe way organ-

izations structure their knowledge of the external environment.

No doubt the complexity is so huge that we also can talk of

'modes of graspingreality'. The fact that we can observe

systemsin equilibrium with their environmentssuggeststhat

in one way or another, consciouslyor unconsciously, ｯ ｲ ｧ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｾ ｡ Ｍ

tions have developedparticular epistemologies. Supportedby the

cyberneticparadigm,.I.wake the hypothesisthat organizations

filter environmental information in very much the same way as

human beings do. There are filtering processeswhich lead to
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psychotic situationsor to fairly stable recognitionsof the

relevant environments. For example, an organizationthat has

not developedmechanismsto recognize transient situationscom-

pared to normal stateswill probably be overloadedwith details

provoking its instability, and all the ensuing consequences.

In epistemologicalterms the conceptof information I have in

mind is that developedby Gregory Bateson (Bateson 1973).

He suggeststhat the mental world, the mind, the world of

information processing- is not limited by the organisational

boundaries,and that the delimitation of an organizational

mind must always depend upon what phenomenawe wish to under-

stand or explain. Obviously, there are lots of messagepathways

outside the boundaries!and these and the messageswhich they

convey must be included as part 0; the mental systemwherever

they are relevant, and finally he states: "In principle, if
ｾ

you want to explain or understandanything in human behaviour,
ｾ

you are always dealing with total circuits, ｣ ｯ ｭ ｰ ｬ ･ ｴ ｾ ､ circuits".l

He has developedthis epistemologyas an explanationof human

knowledge, but its cybernetic connotationsuggeststhat. it is

also valid for any viable system. He is pointing to the main

self-regulativemechanism: feedback. In practice,'I suggest it

is useful to recognizethe expressionsof these 'total circuits'

in particular organizationalset-ups. The focus.of attention

should be in the links betweenorganizationsand their

1 Bateson, Gregory: "Steps to an Ecology of Mind" Paladin, 1973
p. 423.
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environmentsand the internal continuity in the flow of infor-

mation. Systemic breaks of continuity lead to a wrong epistem-

ology and.I think that this problem, for reasonsthat should

be explored, is more relevant in bureaucraticinstitutions.

The model I have in mind to explore these circuits is the one

developedby William Powers in his book 'Behaviour: the control

of perceptions'. (Powers 1973). He has developedthis model

from the psychologicalviewpoint, neverthelessit is a cyber-

netic model and thereforewe can expect its mathematical

expressionto be an isomorphismof the behaviour of all viable

systems.

When he refers to perceptionhe means in general the entire

set of events, following stimulation that occurs in the orga-

nization, all the way from the sensoryreceptorsto the highest

relevant decision centresin the organization. The sensory.
receptorsget signals from the environment. The ｰ ･ ｲ ｾ ･ ｰ ｴ ｵ ｡ ｬ

ｾ

functions are the computing networks that transformvarious

signals into one signal of higher order, and therefore they

can be representedin a block diagram by a box receiving

severalsignals and emitting one signal.

The main proposition of the model is that all behaviour is

oriented all the time towards the control of 'certain quantities'

with respect to specific 'referenceconditions'. This means that

feedback is the central and determining factor in all observed

behaviour. And he states: "The purposeof any behaviour is to

prevent 'controlled perceptions' from changing away from the

'referencecondition'. Purposeimplies goal: the goal of any

behaviour is defined as the 'referencecondition' of the
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'controlled perception'."'

The nodel consistsof a ｨｩ･ｾ｡ｲ｣ｨｹ of feedbackcontrols, where

higher ｬ ･ ｶ ｾ ･ ｬ organizationscounter disturbancesof the control-

led quantities by changing the referenceconditions for lower-

level organizations.

This model of behaviour provides an explanationand the mechan-

ism3 for the transmissionand aggregationof data in a complex

organization. Therefore, I think that it is a useful paradigm

to study ucompletecircuits' in Bateson'ssense,although it

does not provide criteria for recognizing the 'certain qualities'

under control. But they are a result of the homeostaticequili-

brium of the orgunizationwith its envirorunent, 1. e. they are

variables that define the area of equilibrium. This process

means an impressive filtering of environmentalvariety. 'l'he

systemactually selectsa set of variables that seem to be vital

to it.
i::.

If for any reason an organizationperceivesrelevant data at

Y higher rate than the feedbackmechanismsare capableof

processing,or if it is perceiving data for which there are

no feedback mechanismsat all, these additional data \vould be

disturbing the systemsoperationsuntil the mechanismis im-

proved or built up, or else the systementers in oscillation.

Viable systemsare all the time in this process.The assessment

of how this processhappensand the nature of the mechanisms

themselvesin different institutional contexts is where I have

focused the attention in this part. They are going to give us

1 w. Powers "Behaviour; the control of perceptions",page 48
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a picture of the institutional cognitive process. I think all

this conceptualframework gives a paradigm for assessingin

particular, the information systemsalready in use. The nature

of the operatingconununicationchannels, the systemic selection

of control variables, the time lags, the mechanismsfor aggrega-

ting data, the setting of referencelevels,etc., are elements

of this analysis and point out the nature of the system's

knowledge.

6. Summary

The three proposedsteps for organizationalassessmentare

not different in the sensethat one has to be done first to

continue \vith the following. Although they are systemically

integrated, it is perfectly possible to study each one of them

alone. Of course the cost is a loss in depth and synergy, but

ｳ ｴ ｾ ｬ ｬ I think the analysis is useful. The 'test of consistency'

is pointing to the role of the parts in the context of the

\vhole, and as mentionedbefore, not to the centralization/

decentralizationissue. The argument is centred ｯ ｬ ｬ ｩ ｾ ｴ ｨ ･ concept

of self-production. It was suggestedthat a healthy organi-

zation is oriented to its own self-production, as opposedto

organizationstuned to the self-productionof particular

'institutional centres'. In the latter case we can find parts

'artificially alive', and therefore the criterion of viability

was suggestedto render this test operational. ｔ ｨ ｾ aim of the

test is to provide an explanationfor why institutions behave

differently from \-lhat they claim to do.

Of course we can give a negative connotation to this mechanism

of self-productionof particular 'institutional centres',and

thereforebeing afraid of even suggestingthis sort of analysis.

But it seems to be a very natural mechanismthat makes the

difference between the 'ideal organization' and our 'real
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organizations',and its presentationwas intended to find out

methodologicallya feedback loop to bring closer these two

situations. At this stage its practical consequencewould be

to focus·theattention on the underlying organizationof the

systemswe are concernedwith, and not just on the institutions.

Its application to different culturesmay bring to our attention

an inte£estingarea for suggestingorganizationalchanges.-Regional planning systems, if not highly sensitive in political

terms, would be suitable for this purpose.

The test of structural effectivenessis oriented towards.

institutional assessmentand pointing to the balancebetween

the different structural relationships.Coordination, operational

control and institutional planning are the three suggested

factors to be testedand measuredin each institution. Each

one can be analyzed from the point of view of the variety it

generatesand absorbs. A healthy institution develops balanced

relationshipsbetween the organizationalparts that come out n

as a result of the self-orgmlizationof complexity (of course

this has nothing to do with the organizationalchart). There

is a whole range 6f possibilities in the flow of variety; they

define different 'modes of control'. This ｡ ｲ ｧ ｵ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ ｩ Ｇ ｾ deals wi th

the core of the centralization/decentralizationissue.

The last suggestedstep is to test organizationsfrom the

viewpoint of the nature of the perceived information from

the environment and its internal processingin the organization.

It points out the need for assessingthe characteristicsof the

loops that link perceptionsto decisions. The nature of these

loops define the organizationalcognitive process. In particular

the time lags and the mechanismsfor aggregationof data are

parametersto help the elucidation of these processesin

different contexts. A particular areaof interest for this

test are the information systems in use, although its scope

is wider than that.
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Finally I want to stressthe systemic ｩ ｮ ｴ ･ ｲ ｾ ･ Ｑ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ of the

three suggestedtests. vfuile the first is intended to provide

an understandingof the role of the parts in the whole and

the constraintsfor change, the secondis concernedwith the

structuraleffectivenessof each part, which is in turn very

much defined by the nature of those constraints; in particular

the potentiality of these structures.The last test is taking

into account the dynamics of the structuresand organizations

thus assessed.
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